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1. Focus Group Recap 

2. External Engagement Structures

3. Approaches to partnerships – Universities

4. Approaches to partnerships - Industry
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rewards
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1. Desired future state: Where would you like 
to go?

3. Future state: How do you get there?

Identifying concrete actions and 
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implementation plan 
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Reporting
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Training 
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Final 
Mentoring 
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Focus Group Summary



Desired future state

Introducing more trans-
disciplinary approaches 

Enhancing relationships 

with existing partners. Recognizing and rewarding 
researchers that have done 

excellent collaboration with 
industry

Understanding how to 
attract new industry 

partners.

Understanding how to work 
better with current and up 

and coming industry 

Launching more efficient 
processes e.g. agreements

Adopting a more 
proactive approach 
and understanding 
what UiO wants to 
achieve with each 

partner 

Modelling best practice 
partnership systems and 

processes identified at other 
universities.

Developing clearer internal 
pathways

Moving beyond relationships 
being dependent on one 

'champion’.

Understanding what UiO can 
offer industry

Introducing a more 
coordinated 'open-door’ 

approach 

Clarification of roles and 
regular interactions between 
Growth House and different 

university divisions

Developing a portfolio of 
industry partners that UiO 
can call on during grant 

applications etc Enhancing institutional 
awareness



Vision for next 5-10 years

Having partnerships 
thriving even more than 

today, managed 
through strategic 

initiatives

Making partners aware of the structures UiO has 
in place (research & support for partnerships)

Being recognised as the 

preferred industry 
partner through 
demonstratable 

successful partnerships

Having a reputation of 

being easy to work with 
and providing its 

partners with easy 
access to infrastructure

Having an 'entry point' into UiO - a 
landing spot 

Creating clarity 
around 

partnership 
responsibilities

and
roles

Having two large pharma 

companies opening 
research facilities in Oslo

Replicating the Evotech bridge 
program in Oslo

Better understanding of 
what UiO wants

Extending the vision of 
the Life Sciences 

Growth House to the 
larger university

To not lose out on opportunities – being more 

proactive

Having structures and 
processes in place to 

capitalize on 
opportunities

Having a website that is 

easier to navigate

To make a partnership program, 
consisting of an easy one stop approach 

and ready-to-go agreements

Building a track record of successful 
partnerships



Institutional Structures for 

Engagement



Centralised

A central external engagement unit that 

emphasises holistic partnerships, across 

different engagement areas.

Strengths

• Professionalisation of the university.

• Establishment of a “front door” – business 

friendly manner with more assertive 

approach and ability to leverage 

institutional relationships.

• Flexibility with regard to metrics, including 

whether measures are qualitative or 

quantitative.

Weaknesses

• Staffing the offices can become difficult, 

in terms of finding employees with a 

working knowledge of the university and 

with relevant industry experience.

• Costlier and resource intensive but better 

organised relationships and university 

representation.

Structures: Models for external engagement offices

Generally separate offices or areas  

responsible for different forms of external 

engagement. 

Strengths

• Aligns with current university structures → 

increased buy-in among staff.

• Requires limited changes in skillset or job 

scope. 

• Allows for multiple stakeholders who are 

all actively building relationships, rather 

than a single, often understaffed, point 

of entry.

Weaknesses

• Lack of true central focus or strategic 

guidance.

• Not the best experience for industry → 

difficult to build a meaningful university –

industry brand. 

• Potential duplicated efforts.

In a hybrid approach the university defines 

the structure most suited to its goals, 

variables and context.

Strengths

• Flexibility enables leveraging historical 

structures. 

• Not disrupting existing internal and 

external relationships.

• Allows for greater buy-in and less 

institutional politics.

Weaknesses

• Requires broader skill sets than other 

models.

• Requires significant coordination internally 

and externally → can strain the 

organisation if not properly staffed. 

• Difficult to define agreeable metrics and 

establish cohesive brand.

• Combination of limited authority, 

connectivity, and legacy relationship 

challenges → constrain current and 

potential new opportunities.

Decentralised Hybrid
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Talent Programs and University Relations 

team works closely with R&D and HR 

departments and employs a double-sided

approach to manage the university

ecoystem and keep track of all partnerships 

within ASML

1. Axis of Technical Competences

• Includes competences of strategic

importance for ASML that groups of 

representatives keep informed and

updated when it comes to

collaboration

2. University Ecosystem Mapping

• The team has mapped out the entire

university ecosystem and created a 

tiered system to distinguish the most 

important collaborators 

Talent Programs and University Relations team: 

looks after university engagement for talent 

acquisition purposes

R&D departments: collaborate with universities 

in research

HR department: collaborates with universities in 

actual recruitment and employer branding

ASML
The Netherlands



Boeing 
New York, USA  

University Partner Engagement program 
Boeing adopts a holistic and multi-prong approach to university engagement to be involved in 

research, recruiting at the undergraduate and PhD level, upskilling and curriculum design: 

University Partner Engagement team: 
- Core team of four managers of the overall 

strategy and portfolio; receives support from 

across the organization, and liaises with 

members of HR, Boeing Giving (philanthropy 

branch), Boeing Resource Group and external 

technical affiliations

- Team oversees 15 to 20 relationships with 
universities in the company’s portfolio

University Partner Engagement’s structure: 
- Centralised structure complimented by a 

decentralised process - Two-level approach 
enables Boeing to stay both strategic and 

transactional in its relationships

- “Front-door” structure is mutually beneficial for 

universities; they have a central contact at Boeing 
who can navigate them through internal structures



University of Melbourne
Melbourne, Australia  

Structure of the Engagement team:
- Central unit reporting to DVCR

- Coordinates activities based on strategy plan

- Initiates incentives to accelerate innovation

- Balances organizational risk tolerance and 

reward structures

- Links industry engagement activities to faculties 
(cross faculty and outward looking activities)

Staffing at the Engagement team:
50 personnel with boundary spanning roles, 
divided in three focal areas: 

- Faculties work with industry

- Strategic long-term deals across university, 
companies & government 

- Research precincts



NC State University 
North Carolina, USA

NC State University collaborates with over 75 private, public 

and non-profit partners, and has developed business-friendly 

administrative policies and processes

- Tailored approach to partnerships 

(for education, entrepreneurial 

ventures, or R&D) 

- Partnerships Portal – one stop shop

for all related Partners’ resources

- Uses a Partnership Support Model

to simplify collaboration for partners

- Forms connections across campus incl. its 

innovation park Centennial campus 



Discussion:

What are the elements that 

resonate with you?



Approaches to strategic 

partnerships - Universities



Partnership Stairway Model

STRATEGIC 
PARTNERSHIPS

LINKAGES

INTERACTIONS

AWARENESS

COLLABORATION / 
ENGAGEMENT

Extent of collaboration

Type of interaction

Institutional commitment 

Timescale 

Extent of relationship

Stakeholders involved

C
o

m
m

it
m

en
t

Time to develop

Singular act Reciprocal act
Reciprocal 

development
Joint act Joint development

No interaction Random interactions
Planned / ongoing 

interactions
Working together Partnership

Informal Informal Informal / formal Formal Formalised commitment

No activities
Initiation of short-term 

activities
Short- / medium-term Medium- / long-term Long-term

Analytical / 
informational

Analytical / 
informational

Operational Tactical Strategic

Academic / Laboratory Academic / Laboratory
Academic / Laboratory 

/ Dean / Faculty
Dean / Faculty Rectorate / University



AIM: To build a KIT innovation network for developing long-term partnerships.

As part of the club, members receive:
• Central contact - a ‘Speed-Matching’ report as starting point for potential

collaboration provides members with recommendations for potential
business / academic partners and cooperation subjects

• Detailed insights / queries - Individual research and valuable Q&A access to
the right know-how carriers at KI

• Technology offers – targeted emails to members with technologies from KIT
• Access to fast growth vehicles – Connection to relevant startups
• Open doors – access to the KIT Executive Committee, KIT experts and

managers and innovators of the member companies
• Contacts & knowledge events:

‒ Theme days provide an overview on developments in selected
specialist areas

‒ Networking events
‒ Institute visits
‒ Workshops and fireside chats

• Partnerships – the club is a platform for more substantial and longer term
partnerships

The KIT Business Club - Business membership
Kahlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany 

Provides a ‘SOFT-LANDING’ for 
collaboration with KIT by bringing the 
company into a group of like-minded 

partner companies with links to KIT



The institute has 355 professors in around 135 institutes

Business Club founded in 2009 with 4 members, now 
numbers over 150 members.

Results:
• >650 research and technology questions p.a. from 

business partners answered 
• >500 emails p.a. with targeted technology and research 

information sent
• 33 events p.a. with approx. 800 participants
• 110 business visits and workshops p.a. 

Success through transparency, personalized service, and 
delivering meaningful results.

Membership is €10,000 p.a.

"For us, joining the BusinessClub was 
the door opener to KIT institutes and 
professors.“

Robert Tordy, Director Research & Development, 
Hirschmann Automation and Control GmbH

The KIT Business Club - Business membership
Kahlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany 



An international JV university founded in 2006. 
2020 mall launch:

▪ Emphasis on artificial intelligence | robotics and 
lifelong learners

▪ Bring together innovators and researchers to share 
space (physical/digital)

▪ Students co-locating with startups and companies 
enable access to mentors and internships 

▪ Online-onsite or combination "store front" learning
ecosystem

▪ All students take entrepreneurship classes 

XJTLU Learning Mall 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU), China
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XJTLU Entrepreneur College (Taicang)
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU), China

XJTLU Entrepreneur College breaks with the traditional focus in universities 
on disciplines and develops various industry schools jointly with well-known 
businesses based on future demanded topics and key industry alignment.

No power to do this 
at your university?

Do it anyway. Just 
organise your external 
communication like 
that and package up 
these ‚schools‘ or 
themes to offer 
externally



Opening for business in 2007, CU-ICAR has close
partnerships with major corporate companies, such as
BMW, Microsoft, IBM, Bosh, The Timken Company, and
Michelin. It has become a conduit for industry research
and talent development in the automotive sector, which
has helped to attract both global players and local SMEs.

Results
• Over $130m (€122.6m) granted by corporate partners 

in research support
• 26 research projects conducted in 2015
• Nearly 1,000 on-site jobs created
• 95% of students are gainfully employed in the 

Automotive Industry

Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research
Anderson, USA



Clemson University International Center for 
Automotive Research (CU-ICAR)
An exemplary automotive-sector public-private 
cooperation in research and education

Advanced-technology research campus focusing on the 
fields of automotive, motorsports, aerospace, and mobility.

Research portfolio is driven by industry needs.

Over 20 corporate and 30 research partners. 

Focus on having connections with and experience in 
industry as a prerequisite when hiring faculty and campus 
staff.

12 partnership models

Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research
Anderson, USA
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Deep Orange Vehicle Prototyping Program
is an extraordinary program that gives students 
the opportunity to create a prototype vehicle in 
2 years

“It’s the only program of its kind where students begin with 

nothing more than ideas and finish with a vehicle”



Discussion:

Which of the following 

approaches could work for UiO? 
What is the entry point for external 

partners?



Approaches to strategic 

partnerships - Industry



ASML

Towards a strategic 

partnership 

Build a network through alumni, 

technology search, students, 

research projects

• One point of contact

• Confidentiality

• Expertise

• Openness 

START SMALL
Little money, Low risk

EXPAND
More activities, more people | Build trust

FORMALIZE
Agree on goals | 2-way account management

KEEP GOING
Ongoing activities across multiple dimensions

HARVEST
Evaluate, celebrate success, share lessons 

learned



Colocation approach

• Located at Karlsruhe Institute of 

Technology (KIT) as a hub for high-tech 

and digital start-ups, own innovation and 

new business activities

• Provides students, researchers, 

entrepreneurs and ZEISS employees the 

opportunity to practice an open 

innovation culture first-hand

• Although co-located at KIT, it works 

closely with various universities in the 

region, hence effectively embracing 

proximity based collaboration

Hub Goals

• To tap into the innovation ecosystem 

• To develop innovative start-ups

• To attract and develop talent

ZEISS Innovation Hub @KIT



Siemens 
Research and Innovation Ecosystem (RIE) program

Aims to address today’s challenges with future technologies in a collaborative way, including 

the whole ecosystem (Lead university, research institutes, start-ups, Siemens sites, industry partners, 

academic, local specialities) 

Benefits for ecosystem partners:
• Access to Siemens Open Innovation Platform
• Tech mentoring and business contacts for startups

• Jointly leverage funding opportunities

• Customised access to Siemens’ products for 

academic research and education
• International partnership building



Discussion:

What type of model would 

work for UiO?



Build your partnership 

model

“It is about the combination of ingredients, it needs to hit a certain 
number of categories before it can go through a strategic partnership 

gateway.”



Building your partnership model

ABOUT OUR UNIVERSITY

ABOUT THE PARTNER

ABOUT THE COLLABORATION / 
PARTNERSHIP

ABOUT THE RESULTS

Identification / Initiation Managing Measuring / Evaluating

What is the level of involvement 

/ commitment across the 
university?

What are the key criteria that 
play a role in selecting partners?

How does the partnership align 
with our institution?

What is the extent of activities 
across the collaboration?

How has the partnership 
advanced our institution?



Exercise

• What kind of model of partnerships would you 

want to have? What could be the different 

stages?

• What are the criteria that play a role in your 

partnerships?


